Final logo for National Centre for Hydrology and Meteorology (NHCM)

Signification of Logo
The circular logo of NCHM consist of the real mountain peak of Table Mountain also known as Gangchen
Singye with glacier lakes in Lunana area as main the background.
The significant of each element in the logo in relation to mandates of NCHM are described below.
1. The Blue-Sky colour signifies purity and pristine environment of Bhutan for which is NCHM is
mandated to observe the atmospheric parameters and provide weather and climate services.
2. The Yellow Sun signifies the primary source of energy for driving the hydrological cycle on Earth. It
also signifies the long-term goal of NCHM, to provide weather, climate and water resources
information and services for sustainable development and disaster risk reduction in Bhutan.
3. The white Cloud is major component in hydrological cycle. The shape of cloud in Logo reflects the
Parasol (Dhug) or umbrella as a traditional Buddhist symbol of royalty and protection. In Logo it
signifies loyalty of NCHM to the country through outlined mission and vision. It also signifies
protection of nation from natural disaster posed due to unexpected flood, GLOF and sever weather.
4. The Rain droplets signifies the major element in Meteorology and hydrological cycle which keep the
entire systems active.
5. The snow-capped mountain range embodies the water tower of river basin in Bhutan which
signifies both sources of fresh water and hazards related to GLOF.
6. The Water is in the form of lake, outflow into stream and rivers downstream signifies the major
resources and wealth that sustain life of Bhutanese people downstream in which NCHM is mandated
to monitor the river quantity and quality.
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